Polymerupdate.com Asia's Fastest Growing Destination For Petrochemical Market Information.

Polymerupdate has grown to become a preferred destination for global players seeking plastics and petrochemical intelligence. Provider of real time news and price alerts. Polymerupdate subscribers include most of the regions leading resin producers, processors, traders, consultant firms, investment bankers, credit rating agencies, as well as renowned international information services, news and media companies. Given the quality of the newsfeeds and the timely precision of the price updates, the company has been approached by leading portals across the globe to provide Asia centric feeds and statistical reports professionally. Polymerupdate through it's news and price alerts aims to help companies worldwide increase their revenues and their profits by providing them with quality, valuable and business critical information. With its low overhead costs and well appointed channel partners from across the world polymerupdate is constantly extending it's reach within the industry as it strives toward it's goal of becoming the number one player in it's space globally.

Polymerupdate offers a host of features. The free Directory section contains over 15,000 companies and organisations with products and services listed. Breaking news provides the latest up-to-date information of the markets from around the world, with the searchable archive reaching back to the year 1999. Polymerupdate’s real time news feeds and price quotations are based on reports filed by industry stringers (often working with resin producers or large recognized trading houses). Furthermore, information is gathered from a wide cross-section of the market including from the processing community, resin producers, traders and distributors through one on one conversations with decision makers and those with hands on industry experience before finally being filed as a feed. Close liaisons with both upstream and downstream sectors of the industry has thus far helped polymerupdate carry feeds which by most industry experts is considered to be real-time, informative and compelling. Daily prices are available for the Asian and European petrochemical markets covering a span of products along the petrochemical chain. A free weekly newsletter summarizes all the week's news. Polymerupdate also provides Press Release articles featuring new applications & technological developments.

Products Polymerupdate covers in its daily analysis include :
Crude Oil : nymex, brent, wti cushing
Naphtha : open spec
Olefins : ethylene, propylene, butadiene
Aromatics : benzene, toluene, styrene, xylenes, methanol
pp, hdpe, ldpe, lldpe, ps, san, abs, pvc, pet
Petrochemical Intermediates : 2eh, dop, edc, vcm, pta, pa, meg, acn

Polymerupdate's Subscribers Include Some of the Leading Companies across the Globe...
Resin Producers : Basell, Basf India Ltd., Basf Styrenics Pvt. Ltd., Bhansali Engineering Polymers, Borouge, DSCL, Equate Petrochemical Co, Exxon Mobil, Gail , Haldia Petrochemicals, Hyosung Petrochemicals, IPCC, LG Polymers, Mitco Petronas, NCT Holland BV, Oman PP LLC, Qapco, Reliance Industries Ltd., Saudi Aramco, South Asian Petrochem Ltd., Toray, TVK RT, etc.


FMCG Companies: Coca Cola, Colgate Palmolive, Dabur, Emami, Hindustan Lever Limited, Pepsi, Procter and Gamble, Saraleee H & BC India, Smithkline Beecham, etc.


To subscribe to polymerupdate.com's services, contact Neeraj Rawal Vice President (mktg.), polymerupdate.com, Office No. 2 & 3, Catherina Apartments, 78, Chapel Road, Near Lilavati Hospital, Bandra (W), Mumbai - 400050, Maharashtra, INDIA Tel: (91-22) 26406889 (4 Lines), 26405827 Fax: (91-22) 26423185 e-mail: neeraj@polymerupdate.com

MEDIA CONTACT: Neeraj Rawal, + 91 -22 - 26406889 , neeraj@polymerupdate.com

Website: www.polymerupdate.com
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